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Abstract

Since President Obama's Asian pivoting, the U.S. has engaged in a diplomatic retrenchment from European affairs, and Donald Trump has all but confirmed this underlying trend with recurring hostile statements towards the European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). This has revived the EU's 60-year old debate on the bloc’s common defence and security framework, and pushed France's Emmanuel Macron and Germany's Angela Merkel to promote a greater autonomy of decision, capacity and capability of the EU in defence and security.

It is against this geopolitical backdrop and in this context of deteriorating U.S.-EU relations that the concept of "strategic autonomy" has emerged in the EU policy discussion\(^1\). Broadly speaking, the concept aims at answering the following question: "What do we, Europeans, want to be able to achieve on our own?" For the French and, to a large extent, the Germans, strategic autonomy is a synonym of strategic capacity and strategic sovereignty. But do all EU Member States agree on the definition, even on the relevance of such a concept when it comes out as a potential direct conflicting alternative to NATO? In this regard, the Visegrad Group (V4) offers an enlightening example of the rationale and arguments of the EU

---

\(^1\) For the sake of clarity, EU and Europe will be used interchangeably hereinafter.
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countries still reluctant to fully commit to the concept of strategic autonomy and its underlying political ambition. This paper aims at addressing the following questions:

- What do the V4’s consensus and divergence, as regards European defence and security, tell us about the strengths and weaknesses of the concept of “EU strategic autonomy”?
- What concrete lessons can we draw from the V4 case study to enable greater EU resilience in defence and security?

**Analysis**

With the fall of the Berlin Wall that saw the old dream of German reunification come true, and the collapse of the Soviet Union that led to the end of the Cold War, we took our collective European security for granted. The so-called “eastern threat”\(^2\) had suddenly faded away, and NATO had demonstrated its relevance, resilience and strength, eventually prevailing over the Warsaw Pact. In many regards, 1989 and its immediate geopolitical aftermaths came out as the combined success of NATO and the U.S.’ European strategy\(^3\).

A quarter of a century later, the world seems to have fully entered the 21\(^{st}\) century. New global security threats have surfaced (i.e. Islamist terrorism, cyberwarfare, etc.), China is flamboyantly (re)emerging, with proudly-stated ambition of global affluence, and we see the end of the US’ monopoly on the setting of the global agenda. Europe is no longer at the centre of the stage. And not only has the spotlight been gone for some time, but European collective security, on which the U.S. had set their seal in 1989, is now subject to discussion, including in the White House\(^4\).

---


Interestingly enough, some even venture into pointing out that the Cold War might not have ended entirely, and suggest it would appear more proper to talk of a metamorphosis of the ideological split that characterised the opposition of the U.S.-Soviet blocs\(^5\). And indeed, Europe’s security is now more challenged than ever since the fall of the Berlin Wall. As such, 2014 marks a decisive turning point in the perception of the weakness of Europe’s collective security framework as much as its exemplification. Russia’s annexation of Crimea in March 2014 and the intensification of the violence that followed in Ukraine were but the first of a long series of major destabilising geopolitical events on Europe’s eastern and southern flanks: Libya’s second civil war in 2014, the migration crisis in 2015, the conflict in the eastern Mediterranean in 2020, etc. These are some of the great security challenges facing Europe today, and which call for a collective, scalable, comprehensive and actionable EU defence and security policy.

It is against this backdrop of new geopolitical challenges that the then newly-elected French President called for a renewing of the EU’s defence and security framework. In his flagship Sorbonne speech (2017)\(^6\), Emmanuel Macron called for Europe to face the reality of its own weaknesses in defence and security, which was for too long considered as being America’s business. A few months before, at the G7 in Sicily, Chancellor Angela Merkel had already advocated for more European involvement in European defence and security, arguing it was now time “to take our fate into our own hands,” without, however, cutting the ties of friendship and cooperation with the U.S. and other European traditional allies and partners\(^7\). And to emphasise what he sees as a survival challenge for Europe, President Macron


denounced NATO’s lethargic stance on most of the burning security issues of the day, and called for a refreshed approach to how Europe addresses its main defence and security challenges. He advocated for pushing for more operational and strategic autonomy in front of a “brain-dead” NATO.

Nevertheless, the growing sense of U.S. disinterest and relative disengagement from Europe is not new. President Donald Trump’s policy was but a confirmation – though less diplomatic and tactful – of an underlying trend already perceptible under President Obama. Calling for a European strategic autonomy in reaction to President Trump’s tweets or public declarations would therefore be strategically misguided and politically irrelevant.

In this respect, the Visegrad Group is somehow showing a more nuanced stance. It would seem insightful to analyse the rationale behind the V4 approach to European strategic autonomy, to what extent they support it, and why they want to set limitations to the concept. The V4 offers a good example of Central and Eastern Europe’s concerns regarding the Franco-German proposal for a European strategic autonomy. But if all V4 countries voiced their political concerns, some, like Slovakia and the Czech Republic acknowledged the need to do more between Europeans, without expecting everything from the “American umbrella”.

**European Security in 2020: A Turning Point?**

Perhaps more than 2008, 2020 may well be remembered in collective European history as the year when the EU stood firm in the storm. With an unprecedented conjunction of crises,

---


(such as the COVID-19 pandemic, tensions at the EU’s eastern border, in the eastern Mediterranean and in Belarus...), 2020 may not only have brought EU Member States closer to one another, but also revealed the resilience of the bloc.

Most prominently, the COVID-19 pandemic has come out as a wake-up call that Europe will become stronger, secure its interests and assert its place in the world if it speaks with one voice and tackles crises with a unique and comprehensive strategy. As Aleš Chmelař, Deputy Minister for Europe of the Czech Republic, put it, the EU will only grow stronger if it is able to demonstrate a “united solution to the crises in future.”

The political crisis and the violent street protests that followed the highly disputed re-election of President Lukashenko of Belarus also put to test the EU’s ability to deal with its eastern neighbours and to concretely address geopolitical challenges.

Lastly, the defeat of Donald Trump and the victory of Joe Biden in the 2020 U.S. presidential election is suggesting a likely change in the U.S.-EU relations, if not of policy at least of atmosphere, with some hoping for a rebalancing of the relationship under a more pro-European Biden Administration and calling for an upholding of the Transatlantic bond. But across EU capitals, few believe that a Biden Administration will mean a return to the heyday of the Transatlantic relationship, in part because the next U.S. President will first need to focus on more urgent matters at home, such as the management of the COVID-19 pandemic and the socio-economic crisis that is unfolding.

In this global geopolitical context, EU leaders, like Emmanuel Macron, emboldened by the EU Covid recovery package and historic agreement for a mutual debt decided by the EU Council in July 2020, believe the time has come for greater defence policy convergence and more integration towards EU strategic autonomy.\(^\text{17}\) But as the calls for more strategic or operational autonomy are growing, some wonder what the concept really covers\(^\text{18}\), and whether it should mean cutting ties with the U.S. and/or lead to even greater political integration. In both cases, the risk is for strategic autonomy to be defined by Northern and Central European states as another Trojan horse of political integration. Yet, originally falling under the scope of defence and security policy, more properly called the EU Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), strategic autonomy was met with some significant support in the V4\(^\text{19}\). And the Visegrad Group’s arguments to both embrace and reject it may unveil a lot on why and how the concept of strategic autonomy, enlarged to encompass fields other than CSDP (such as health, data, energy, industry), might fail in the future.

In this regard, two key issues should be thoroughly taken into account: the V4’s unconditional commitment to NATO, and the conditions under which the V4 is willing to further contribute to CSDP’s initiatives such as the Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO), the Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD) and the European Defence Fund (EDF).

**V4 and NATO: A non-negotiable commitment**

Since the fall of communism and their transition to democracy (barely 30 years ago), the V4 countries have invested a lot of political energy to join the Atlantic Alliance, upon which they have relied ever since for their security. An important historical point, too often overlooked,


lies in the chronology of NATO and EU memberships of V4 countries, and which may, in itself, say a lot about the visceral attachment of the group to NATO. Indeed, when all four countries joined the EU on 1 May 2004, three of them, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland, had already been NATO members for four years (1999). Only Slovakia joined NATO on the same year of its accession to the EU. This simple historical reminder may allow us to understand, to a certain extent, the order of political priorities of a country like Poland, that may have preferred to strengthen its relations with both the Alliance and Washington, rather than increasing defence cooperation with the EU and its regional partners\textsuperscript{20}. Logically enough, being the youngest NATO member amongst the four, Slovakia is also the one to demonstrate the frankest openness towards greater EU defence cooperation, and the V4 country with the least pro-Atlantic public opinion\textsuperscript{21}. But it would be improper to explain the V4’s attachment to NATO in the sole light of history. National threat perceptions also matter a great deal. And with the current situation in Ukraine and the military involvement of Russia in the country, the objective likelihood of conventional conflict on Poland’s northern and eastern border and aggression from Russia remains fair, however limited. In this regard, Poland’s defence priorities will always, at least for the time being and the near future, align with those of the Baltic States. As such, Poland is a key actor of NATO’s eastern flank defence, and therefore sees any attempt to undermine NATO as a threat to its own national security. In this sense, Warsaw can only consider regional defence integration through the lens of NATO. It’s worth mentioning, however, that Poland is not alone in its steadfast commitment to uphold NATO deterrence capacity, as it is a priority equally shared amongst the V4.

But national threat perception is not the only reason behind the V4’s prioritisation of NATO over EU’s defence integration initiatives. As a cornerstone of both national defence planning and V4 regional defence coordination, NATO is not an incidental factor one may easily take


out of the equation overnight. It is deeply embedded in the national defence culture as much as it is in the national as well as Central European security framework. National cycles of procurement and capability development planning are mostly calibrated to fulfil national’s commitment to NATO. This is exemplified in the V4 battlegroup’s coordination with the NATO Response Force\(^\text{22}\) and the V4 training & exercise strategy\(^\text{23}\) aimed at reaching NATO High Readiness goals, all stemming from the V4’s “Long-Term Vision of the Visegrad Countries on Deepening their Defence Cooperation”. Signed in March 2014, this flagship blueprint for defence partnership sets three key priorities for regional cooperation, all of which are also aimed at driving national defence planning priorities: 1) capability development, procurement & defence industry cooperation; 2) development of transnational units and increase of cross-border activities and military mobility facilitation; 3) strengthening of defence culture and education, increase of common training & exercising. Increasing cooperation culture by organising more regular common troop and cross-border exercises is also aimed at strengthening forces readiness and interoperability, two fundamental goals of NATO. Forces readiness coordination is not only a priority of the V4 Long-Term Vision, but also of the V4’s joint exercise within NATO as shows their involvement in the Alliance’s Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF). This is perhaps one the most important points to stress here, as it is in the light of its initiatives contribution and support to NATO interoperability and forces readiness that all Visegrad countries are assessing the relevance of PESCO. From a V4 standpoint, PESCO initiatives therefore only make sense if these enable synergies and cost-effectiveness through capability-driven defence cooperation. Does it mean that all V4 countries reject a more industry-driven cooperation? Not necessarily, as Poland -with the strongest defence industry amongst V4 countries and clear ambitions to make it even more resilient and competitive-, as much as its


V4 partners, cannot ignore the positive prospect of a stronger EU military industry for its defence industry and thousands of jobs at stake. Slovakia and the Czech Republic are well aware of the opportunity of defence investment and army modernisation offered by PESCO and the European Defence Fund (EDF). While PESCO enables cooperation with several EU Member States on projects of high priority for the Slovak Armed Forces, such as the Self-Propelled Artillery Unit, retained as a PESCO project in as early as December 2017, EDF contributes to alleviate the pressure on national budgets. And we touch upon an important point here: if the EDF is indeed a strong argument to win over the most reluctant countries, it needs, however, to be financially consistent to remain politically credible. As such, the recent cuts decided by the EU Commission and approved by the Parliament, that would downsize the allocation package to the EDF by nearly 40%, are not an encouraging sign.

Lastly, migration is a common and burning concern amongst the V4, which has significantly contributed to cement the group’s political coherence since the 2015 migration crisis. As the keystone of the EU’s fragile south-eastern neighbourhood, Turkey is a strategic country. With more than 3.5 million Syrian refugees on its territory, Turkey is a buffer state of fundamental importance to the EU and, even more so, to the V4. That is why the recent calls for increased sanctions on Turkey and further steps to isolate Ankara have been met with tepidity in V4 capitals, who consider Turkey too important a partner (and NATO's...
second biggest army) to antagonise. From the V4 standpoint, NATO should therefore serve as the privileged platform of dialogue with Turkey, and work to avoid confrontations that would isolate a partner country crucially located on the south-eastern migration route.

V4 and CSDP: Towards a Greater Participation but with Uneven Levels of Engagement

The economic crisis triggered by the COVID pandemic will have significant impacts on national defence expenditures, while the need for military equipment modernisation will grow. As we underlined earlier, this all occurs in a global context of great geopolitical instability, especially on the eastern and southern flanks of both the EU and NATO. This provides CSDP initiatives with a favourable ground to appeal to the V4. And as Andrzej Sadoś, the Polish permanent representative to the EU, highlighted, “as the world struggles with a global pandemic, the US navigates its post-election reality and China's role on a world stage is changing, European defence cooperation is ever more important.” And indeed, even Poland, in spite of its “reflexive Altanticism” and though hesitant until the last minute, joined PESCO, convinced by the participation of its Baltic partners. It has now committed to the Lithuanian-led project on cyber defence, the Cyber Rapid Response Teams & Mutual Assistance in Cybersecurity Programme (November 2018). Warsaw sees it as an opportunity to increase synergies in defending NATO’s eastern flank. This is a very good example of where a V4 country, as reluctant to defence cooperation outside NATO as Poland, is convinced to take an active part in a PESCO project: when EU and NATO purposes converge. This is also a reason why Poland is still relatively reluctant to industry-driven projects, and advocates for a more capability-driven strategic autonomy. In this regard, Poland’s letter of intent to join PESCO addressed to the EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep Borrell, pinning down 3 conditions for its participation, is insightful: 1) primacy of NATO’s defence planning; 2) competitive as well as geographically

---

balanced development of the EU defence industry in order to suit all participating Member States; 3) a 360-degree approach to security challenges, with particular attention to the EU’s eastern border\textsuperscript{32}.

Therefore, Poland doesn’t deny the relevance or legitimacy of PESCO, but highlights the importance of preventing competition between NATO and EU initiatives, and the necessity of working on convergence of NATO and EU purposes and ensure that the fundamental principle of interoperability between NATO and EU Member States is upheld, a principle equally shared amongst the V4, as stressed earlier.

But other V4 countries seem more eager to support greater efforts to further EU defence integration, such as Hungary, whose Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has been advocating for an autonomous EU military force for some time\textsuperscript{33}. Although still a premature project at this stage, the idea has also been supported by the Czech Republic with then Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka stating that the proposal of a joint EU army should be seriously considered, in spite of the technical and political challenges induced\textsuperscript{34}. This highly sensitive question of an EU army is a good example of the diverging approaches to EU defence integration within the Visegrad.

Some political concerns, however, remain evenly shared between the V4 countries. As with any new EU cooperation framework, the spectre of Franco-German influence is not far away. Whence Poland’s call for a balanced development of the EU defence industry. For Warsaw, it is essential to send a clear signal that the industrial appetite of Paris and Berlin (the two leading defence industries in Europe) may be a significant impediment to further V4 participation in the future, and that it could, incidentally, only be reined in with the


contribution of third countries, first amongst which the UK. As a consequence, and this is equally shared amongst V4 countries, PESCO projects should be open to close allies, NATO and non-NATO members alike, such as the UK. The door should remain open for the UK to stay involved in CSDP, whether for capability or industrial cooperation, whatever the outcome of the on-going Brexit negotiations.\textsuperscript{35} In this regard, the recent decision of the EU Council to set out conditions for third-state participation in PESCO projects was met very positively across the V4\textsuperscript{36}. And the best guarantee of a balanced EU military industry development would either be to deploy production plants on the territory of the country leading the PESCO project and/or to ensure that the country of origin of the participating defence corporations may not be the same where these companies will build their production facilities. Should the V4 concretely see the benefits of PESCO projects in terms of investment on their territory (along with the correlated impact on local employment), then CSDP would be more clearly seen as an opportunity not just for enhanced defence interoperability with greater synergies at a lower cost, but also as an opportunity for the V4 national defence industries to become more competitive, scale-up more quickly, thereby opening the door to increased exports and hire a greater number of domestic workers.

A good example, although not in a PESCO context, is the decision of German Rheinmetall AG defence group to build the majority of its Lynx KF41 infantry fighting vehicle (IFVs) in the buyer’s country, that is: Hungary. With a EUR-2-billion contract and 218 IFVs purchased, the decision of Rheinmetall to assemble 172 units at Zalaegerszeg, in Western Hungary, is far from insignificant, as it will imply another EUR-168-million investment to build the military


production base in addition to the already-existing plant, by building a 20-hectare test field\textsuperscript{37}. With an estimated 500 jobs created, Rheinmetall’s project shows, if need be, that of all public investments, defence is that with the highest return-on-investment ratio.\textsuperscript{38} If the German defence group also wins the Czech tender for the same IFVs, it will send a very strong signal to the V4 that EU military industrial development is not just strategically relevant for the bloc, it is also economically profitable.

Furthermore, focusing on the countries’ planning priorities and immediate threat challenges is essential. And by overlooking the rightful concerns of the region, CSDP and other defence cooperation initiatives, such as the flagship French European Intervention Initiative (E2I), out of which all V4 countries have been kept thus far, run the risk of alienating the V4 and losing precious political momentum. The case of the E2I, launched by Emmanuel Macron in 2018, in the wake of his Sorbonne Speech, is a revealing example of the divergence of methodological approach to cooperation initiatives between Paris-Berlin and the V4. Indeed, laying the foundation for cooperation outside the EU institutional framework and with a limited number of Member States, E2I adds up to an already complex galaxy of EU tools and acronyms (PESCO, CARD, EDF and others). Excluding all V4 countries and Baltic States (with the exception of Estonia) has sent a politically negative message to the region, already wary of Franco-German initiatives in defence cooperation. Building trust between Western Europe and the V4 would call for a reversal of the methodological approach: content and projects should prevail over heavy political structures. In other words, content first, structures second.


Lastly, if Poland is concerned by NATO’s eastern flank, Hungary, on the other hand, will be looking more to the south, and pay closer attention to the migration routes and the Balkans. Slovakia, like the Czech Republic, is more concerned by cyber networks security and disinformation\textsuperscript{39}. Therefore, by concretely addressing participating states’ direct security concerns, PESCO projects could gain more attraction and appeal further to reluctant countries.

**Conclusion**

As we have seen, the debate around EU strategic autonomy is not a unitary one. And the V4, however aligned in its commitment to NATO, cannot be grasped as a homogeneous group when it comes to EU defence cooperation and CSDP initiatives. While all V4 countries have joined PESCO (each of them leading one project and participating in at least five others), they remain cautious about the political nature of cooperation initiatives. And perhaps more importantly, the V4 remains wary of a concept of strategic autonomy that would go beyond the mere scope of defence and security, and embrace other issues likely to affect their relationship with the U.S. and NATO. The framing of the concept is therefore as important as its content. And as far as CSDP in concerned, the V4 reactions show that it is vital to position PESCO and EDF in the light of NATO: in other words, showing how CSDP initiatives can help Member States to fulfil their NATO commitments more quickly and at a lower cost. Let’s also stress that if PESCO contributes indeed to increase states’ capabilities, it does not brand them with an EU flag: by making EU countries’ defence stronger and more resilient, PESCO therefore makes EU-NATO Member States stronger and more resilient.

The V4 case study also highlights the importance of increased EU-NATO interoperability and cooperation, but also of the complementarity –if not convergence- of priorities. In this regard, the so-called eastern flank is an illustrative example: by enhancing cooperation and

Prioritising forces readiness, cross-border mobility and deterrence, the EU and NATO increase their joint defence and deterrence credibility.

Lastly, and this is perhaps the most salient point of this research, keeping the V4 engaged in the global EU discussion on defence cooperation is essential. A multi-speed EU of defence would be the greatest impediment to its success and resilience in the long run. As such, the exclusion of the V4 from the E2I came out as a wrong political message at a time when the challenge is to do more together.

All in all, rebalancing from NATO towards CSDP at large will take time, and that is why all V4 countries are advocating for a progressive approach and a slower pace, so as to let the new PESCO/EDF framework bear fruits: in this regard, all 4 countries are aligned insofar as they push for less horizontal growth and a more vertical approach (fewer projects but better measurable achievements). One crucial issue, however, remains: that of the EU’s budgetary dedication to enhance defence cooperation. While the V4 have made military mobility one of the key objectives of their defence cooperation (including within the Central European Defence Cooperation Framework), the EU Commission considered cutting all funding to military mobility in its Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) revision proposals in early 2020. In this regard, the political stakes are high. And any increase of structural funds to defence infrastructure development and to the EDF and EPF (European Peace Fund) could be interpreted by the V4 as a clear signal that the EU is able to financially deliver to meet its geopolitical ambitions.

**Bridging the Euro-V4 Gap in Defence Cooperation: Some Key Recommendations**

- **Uphold the role of NATO as a catalyst** for European resilience potential in defence and security;
- **Enhance, wherever possible, EU-NATO capability cooperation**, with common training & exercise in particular;
• As such, **promote NATO as a platform for dialogue with Turkey**, whose position in the migration routes is crucial; avoid isolating Turkey is key for the V4 as much as for Europe;

• No contradiction between Franco-German strategic autonomy concept and Euro-Atlantic cooperation as long as **NATO interoperability and procurement principals are upheld and fulfilled**;

• National capabilities must be developed and deployed for both EU and NATO purposes: **convergence is essential**;

• Make **defence industrial development a top EU priority** and put it at the heart of the strategic autonomy concept/framework: it is essential to make it more appealing to V4 and prove it isn’t the Trojan horse of further political integration;

• Consequently, **more structural funds** need to be allocated to **military mobility & infrastructure and cyber & networks security** (two top priorities of both the V4 and a majority of EU member States);

• Therefore, future **updates of the MFF** will need to reflect it with an **increase of defence expenditure lines in the EU budget** (both structural funds and EDF);

• Favour a **Euro-Russian dialogue table** and **avoid bilateral channels** that would deprive the V4 and other EU countries of their seat at the table;

• **Revive and update the Weimar Triangle** by turning into a France + Germany + V4 format, with bi-annual meetings and a clear defence cooperation and regional dialogue agenda (e.g. dialogue with Russia...);

• As regards CSDP and related tools and mechanisms (PESCO, E2I): reverse the current methodological approach, under which the political structure prevails over content and projects: start with pilot cooperation projects first before creating further **administrative heaviness**. This will contribute to build trust amongst partners and convince the most tepid states;
• **Increase strategic foresight** and the ex-ante measurement of the strategic impact of decisions (content should prevail over structures); E2I provides for strategic foresight, but V4 is excluded;

• **Border control** should be addressed as part of the discussion on strategic autonomy; even more important that it is indeed a purely European problem (U.S. not directly concerned).
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